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Dear Chairman Graves and Ranking Member Velazquez:

On behalf of the American Federation of Government Employees, AFL-CIO, we express our
strong opposition to legislation that would make it more difficult for taxpayers to hold contractors
accountable for the cost of their work, particularly at a time of severe budget stringency. Thank
you for asking our views and for holding a hearing on insourcing conducted by the Contracting
and Workforce Subcommittee last June.

As you'll recall, contrary to a lot of disinformation that had been circulating, it was reported at
that hearing that of the almost 17,000 in-house positions created in the Department of Defense
(DoD) through insourcing in 2010, just 6% were established where the prime contract holder
was a small business.' According to inquiries with DoD, there has been nothing discovered
since then that would contradict that finding. I understand that the committee has no new
information either. In other words, we have solutions in search of a problem. Worse, these

solutions would be bad public policy.

The Small Business Advocate Act of 2012 (H.R. 3851): This solution (sic) would, effectively,
establish an in-house advocate against insourcing. Given the results of the recent study by the
Project on Government Oversight (POGO), which compared the costs offederal employees and
contractors, taxpayers may well wonder why anyone would want to make it more difficult to
insource. According to POGO's study—Bad Business: Billions of Taxpayer Dollars Wasted on
Hiring Contractors—-"on average, contractors charge the government almost twice as much as
the annual compensation of comparable federal employees. Ofthe 35 types ofjobs that
POGO looked at in its new report—the first report to compare contractor billing rates to the
salaries and benefits of federal workers—it was cheaper to hire federal workers in all but just 2
cases."

It makes no more sense to establish an advocate against insourcing than it would be to
establish an advocate against using contractors from certain states. Sourcing decisions should
be based on law, policy, risk, and cost—not politics and set-asides. AFGE has opposed efforts
to establish advocates on behalf of labor unions in the procurement process, aka the "High
Road", because it would explicitly inject politics and subjectivity into the process, just as we will
oppose similar efforts to exalt the special interests of particular categories of contractors.
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Interestingly, the notes circulated with the legislation insist that "insourcing for cost purposes is
having an adverse effect on small business contractors" and that the "OSDBU should be to
review and advise on any decision to convert work currently performed by a small business to
performance by a contractor if the reason for the conversion is cost savings".

If only cost-based insourcing were occurring! Unfortunately, OMB has never issued guidance
that would allow for cost-based insourcing to occur in non-DoD agencies. Agency after agency
has told us that they very much want to conduct such insourcing because significant savings to
the taxpayers could be generated but that they can't do so because OMB has failed to issue the
necessary guidance.

As we reported at last year's hearing, DoD's successful insourcing effort, which saved almost $1
billion in FY10, has been derailed by the now notorious "Efficiency Initiative". We are pleased
that both the House and the Senate were able to include complementary provisions in the FY12
National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) that would allow for the civilian workforce to grow
again so that regular insourcing could resume. However, it appears to have escaped the notice
of some that DoD's insourcing effort received a bipartisan and bicameral reaffirmation in Section
938 of the NDAA.

Moreover, DoD contractors in the cost-based insourcing context received new and extraordinary
protections. In order for work to be insourced for cost reasons, federal employees must be
certified as more efficient, by either 10% of personnel costs or $10 million (whichever is less).
No such requirement applies when a large contractor wants to bring work back in-house from a
small subcontractor or when DoD is thinking of shifting work from one small contractor to
another contractor. In addition, all contractors whose work may be insourced will get special
advance notification that they would not get if DoD were thinking of moving work from one
contractor to another contractor.

Finally, agencies, including DoD, must provide guidance on how they will implement the small
business prioritization requirements incorporated into the Office of Federal Procurement Policy's
letter on inherently governmental functions, one which has been widely praised by contractors.
Instead of trying to work with agencies to use such guidance to consider legitimate small
business concerns, some would instead insist on politicizing the sourcing process by
establishing anti-insourcing advocates in agency after agency who, presumably, could use their
influence to steer sourcing decisions against taxpayers, against warfighters, and against all
Americans who depend on a sourcing process based on the merits.

We are not asking the committee to include an insourcing advocate on behalf of federal
employees for the purposes of balance. However, we are asking the committee to oppose
legislation that would establish an anti-insourcing advocate on behalf of contractors. I realize
that the overall bill includes items that appeal to committee members. Therefore, AFGE simply
asks lawmakers on the committee to reintroduce the bill without the unnecessary and
objectionable language referred to in my letter.
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I thank both of you for making sure that the committee takes into account the concerns of
federal employees and their families. And thank you again for asking for our views. Please
contact John Threlkeld, threlKStefqe.orq. in AFGE's Legislative Department if you have any
questions.

Sincerely,

Beth Moten

AFGE Legislative and Political Director

1Department of Defense, Report to House Committee onSmall Business (June 20,2011). Ofcourse, the service insourced could
have been from a big business contractor that was operating as a subcontractor to a small business contractor, just as small
business contractors may have been acting as subcontractors to the big business contractors from whom the balance of the in-
house positions were insourced.
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